A crystalline anionic complex of scandium nitride endometallofullerene: experimental observation of single-bonded \((\text{Sc}_3\text{N}@\text{I}_h\text{-C}_{80}^-)_2\) dimers†
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Abstract

Reduction of scandium nitride clusterfullerene, \(\text{Sc}_3\text{N}@\text{I}_h\text{-C}_{80}\), by sodium fluorenone ketyl in the presence of cryptand[2,2,2] allows the crystallization of the \(\{\text{cryptand[2,2,2]}(\text{Na}^+)^{\prime}\}_2(\text{Sc}_3\text{N}@\text{I}_h\text{-C}_{80}\cdot2.5\text{C}_6\text{H}_4\text{Cl}_2\) (1) salt. The \(\text{Sc}_3\text{N}@\text{I}_h\text{-C}_{80}\cdot\) radical anions are dimerized to form single-bonded \((\text{Sc}_3\text{N}@\text{I}_h\text{-C}_{80}\cdot)_2\) dimers.

Endohedral metallofullerenes (EMFs) containing metal atoms inside fullerene cages have evoked great interest in many fields of research.1 Numerous reports on the generation of EMF anions in solution and their spectroscopic characterization by NMR and EPR spectroscopies exist. Paramagnetic EMFs such as \(\text{M}@\text{C}_{82}\) (\(\text{M} = \text{La, Y}\)) or \(\text{Sc}_3\text{C}_2@\text{C}_{80}\) form stable diamagnetic anions;2 the formation of solids based on these anions has been reported but without structural analysis.3 Dimetallofullerenes and most clusterfullerenes (such as nitride clusterfullerene (NCF), e.g., \(\text{Sc}_3\text{N}@\text{C}_{80}\), studied in this work) are diamagnetic in the pristine state and form radical anions upon single-electron reduction. Several radical anions have been characterized by EPR spectroscopy in solution, including those of \(\text{Sc}_3\text{N}@\text{C}_{80}\)4 and its derivatives.5 However, the formation of “salts” based on clusterfullerene anions as well as single-crystal X-ray diffraction analyses has never been achieved. This is in sharp
contrast to empty fullerenes, especially C\textsubscript{60} and C\textsubscript{70}, for which many anionic phases with various magnetic and conducting properties have been reported.\textsuperscript{6,7}

The structural information on the radical anions of clusterfullerenes is important to understand the irreversible reduction behavior exhibited by many clusterfullerenes at moderate voltammetric scan rates.\textsuperscript{8,9} A typical example of such reduction behavior is shown by the clusterfullerene Sc\textsubscript{3}N@C\textsubscript{80}; electrochemical reversibility of its reduction is achieved at relatively high scan rates (exceeding 5 V s\textsuperscript{-1}), whereas at low scan rates, a follow-up chemical reaction is involved.\textsuperscript{9} Although the reduction of NCFs is electrochemically irreversible, it is chemically reversible and the nature of the follow-up process has not yet been fully disclosed. Possible dimerization of NCF anions was proposed based on EPR spectroscopy of the reduction products of Sc\textsubscript{3}N@C\textsubscript{60} because the estimated spin number was an order of magnitude lower than that of the analogous cationic species.\textsuperscript{10} Theoretical calculations also support the ability of NCF anions to dimerize not only in the solid state but also in solution,\textsuperscript{11} whereas dimerization of the radical anions of empty fullerenes (C\textsubscript{60}\textsuperscript{−} and C\textsubscript{70}\textsuperscript{−}) is observed in the solid state only.\textsuperscript{7,12}

In this work, we obtained the first anionic complex of triscandium nitride clusterfullerene as single crystals of the {cryptand[2,2,2](Na\textsuperscript{+})}_2-Sc\textsubscript{3}N@C\textsubscript{80}\textsuperscript{−}_2-2.5C\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{4}Cl\textsubscript{2} composition (I) (henceforth, cryptand[2,2,2] is abbreviated to cryptand). Moreover, analysis of the crystal structure of I at 95 K reveals that the Sc\textsubscript{3}N@C\textsubscript{80}\textsuperscript{−}_2 radical anions dimerize to form single-bonded (Sc\textsubscript{3}N@C\textsubscript{80}\textsuperscript{−}_2)\textsubscript{2} dimers, indicating that anionic NCFs have a strong tendency to dimerize, similar to the radical anions of empty fullerenes.\textsuperscript{7,12}

To prepare crystals of I, 10 mg of Sc\textsubscript{3}N@C\textsubscript{80} was reduced in 10 ml of o-dichlorobenzene by excess sodium fluorenone ketyl (3 mg) in the presence of an equimolar amount of cryptand (4,7,13,16,21,24-hexaoxa-1,10-diazabicyclo[8.8.8]-hexacosane, 3.4 mg) to produce a brown solution. Slow mixing of this solution with n-hexane over 2 months produced small black blocks of I in 18% yield; their composition was determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction. Testing of several crystals obtained from the synthesis showed that only one crystal phase is formed. We found that different cations and NCFs can potentially be used to obtain crystalline salts. However, in some cases, insoluble precipitates are formed quantitatively within minutes, as in the case of bis(triphenylphosphoranylidene)ammonium cations (PPN\textsuperscript{+}), which are insoluble even in polar benzonitrile. One possible reason for this behavior is polymerization of the NCF radical anions. The structure of I was determined from a crystal that was slowly cooled to 95 K.\textsuperscript{‡} It contains a single-bonded (Sc\textsubscript{3}N@C\textsubscript{80}\textsuperscript{−}_2)\textsubscript{2} dimer, two cryptand(Na\textsuperscript{+}) cations and solvent C\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{4}Cl\textsubscript{2} molecules. Despite slow cooling, all components in the salt are strongly disordered. The (Sc\textsubscript{3}N@C\textsubscript{80}\textsuperscript{−}_2)\textsubscript{2} dimers are disordered between three orientations, with 0.441(3), 0.366(3), and 0.192(3) occupancies. Nevertheless, the geometry of the C\textsubscript{80} cage and the Sc\textsubscript{3}N fragment inside the cage as well as the presence of the intercage C–C bond between

\[\text{C}_{271}\text{H}_{553}\text{Cl}_{56}\text{N}_{8}\text{O}_{43}2\text{Sc}_{6} \text{FW : 3385.81, black prism, } 0.220 \times 0.110 \times 0.006 \text{ mm}^3; 95(2) \text{ K; monoclinic, space group P2}_1/c, a = 15.1344(9) \text{ Å, } b = 20.6795(13) \text{ Å, } c = 21.8351(12) \text{ Å, } \beta = 90.019(6)^\circ, V = 6810.1(7) \text{ Å}^3, \ Z = 2, \ d_{calc} = 1.651 \text{ M g m}^{-3}, \mu = 0.469 \text{ mm}^{-1}, R(000) = 3438, 2\theta_{max} = 48.262^\circ; 50 \text{ 523 reflections collected, 10 825 independent; } R_1 = 0.1401 \text{ for 5385 observed data } [I > 2\sigma(I)] \text{ with 35 972 restraints and 1935 parameters; } wR_2 = 0.3943 \text{ (all data); final G.o.F.} = 1.319, \text{ CCDC 1487746.}

\[\text{Chem Commun (Camb). Author manuscript; available in PMC 2017 December 14.}\]
fullerenes are well established. There are four examples of structurally characterized EMF dimers: Li@C\textsubscript{60},\textsuperscript{13} the Bingel–Hirsch bisadduct of La@C\textsubscript{82},\textsuperscript{14} a mixed triazine/benzyl derivative of La\textsubscript{2}@I\textsubscript{h}−C\textsubscript{80},\textsuperscript{15} and Y@C\textsubscript{6}(6)−C\textsubscript{82},\textsuperscript{16} which are reported to dimerize spontaneously to form single-bonded dimers. In all these cases, the dimers are neutral and have radical EMFs as precursors.

The fullerene C\textsubscript{80} cage has symmetry close to I\textsubscript{h} in I. Theoretical calculations showed that the Sc\textsubscript{3}N@I\textsubscript{h}−C\textsubscript{80}− anions can dimerize to form the intercage C–C bond by carbon atoms on the pentagon–hexagon–hexagon junction (PHHJ) as well as on the hexagon–hexagon–hexagon junction (THJ). The PHHJ dimer is approximately 8 kJ mol\textsuperscript{−1} more stable than the THJ dimer.\textsuperscript{11} The Sc\textsubscript{3}N@I\textsubscript{h}−C\textsubscript{80}− anions have trans-orientation in the dimers of I. Indeed, both types of dimers are found. The THJ dimer has 0.441(3) occupancy (Fig. 1a and b), and the PHHJ dimer has 0.366(3) (Fig. 1c and d) and 0.192(3) occupancies. Therefore, the disorder of the dimers is intrinsic and can be explained by the crystallization of both types of dimers in the crystal. The “mixed” asymmetric PHHJ–THJ dimers have a mean relative energy that falls between those characteristic of the corresponding symmetric dimers\textsuperscript{11} and potentially can also form in I. However, X-ray diffraction analysis does not allow distinguishing such dimers in the mixture of the symmetric PHHJ and THJ dimers. Fig. 1 shows that the Sc\textsubscript{3}N clusters have very similar orientations with respect to the intercage bonding sites in both dimers. In addition to the dimer of La\textsubscript{2}@C\textsubscript{80}, single-bonded derivatives of EMFs with I\textsubscript{h}−C\textsubscript{80} cages have been reported recently; the benzyl adduct of La\textsubscript{2}@C\textsubscript{80} is formed \textit{via} a PHHJ carbon,\textsuperscript{17} the carbene adduct to Sc\textsubscript{3}N@C\textsubscript{80} is formed \textit{via} a THJ carbon\textsuperscript{18} (note that the orientation of the Sc\textsubscript{3}N cluster inside the cage in the carbene adduct is very similar to that in the dimer reported in this work), and the Bingel addition to TiY\textsubscript{2}N@C\textsubscript{80} occurs at the PHHJ site.\textsuperscript{19} Recently, a single-bonded neutral PHHJ \{Y@C\textsubscript{6}(6)−C\textsubscript{82}\}\textsubscript{2} dimer was found.\textsuperscript{16} In all cases, single isomers were formed selectively. However, computation shows that the PHHJ and THJ single-bonded adducts are virtually isoenergetic for EMFs with the C\textsubscript{80}−I\textsubscript{h} cage. The formation of both PHHJ and THJ dimers in this work may indicate an equilibrium distribution of dimer isomers. The possible observation of reversible reduction at high scan rates as well as EPR-detectable radical anions in solution\textsuperscript{4,9} shows that the (Sc\textsubscript{3}N@C\textsubscript{80}−)\textsubscript{2} dimer is probably in dynamic equilibrium with monomeric Sc\textsubscript{3}N@C\textsubscript{80}− anion radicals. The presence of this equilibrium would also explain the co-crystallization of THJ and PHHJ dimers with some prevalence of the more thermodynamically stable PHHJ dimer. It is known that the (C\textsubscript{60}−)\textsubscript{2} and (C\textsubscript{70}−)\textsubscript{2} dimers are formed only through PHHJ carbon atoms.\textsuperscript{7,12}

The geometry of the starting material, Sc\textsubscript{3}N@I\textsubscript{h}−C\textsubscript{80}, was studied in the molecular complex Co\textsuperscript{III}OEP−Sc\textsubscript{3}N@I\textsubscript{h}−C\textsubscript{80}·0.5C\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{6}·1.5CHCl\textsubscript{3} (OEP: octaethylporphyrin).\textsuperscript{20} Sc\textsubscript{3}N@I\textsubscript{h}−C\textsubscript{80} molecules are nearly spherical in the neutral state. The average distances between the midpoints of the three oppositely located 6–6 C–C bonds in three orthogonal directions are 8.136, 8.136, and 8.203 Å. The Sc\textsubscript{3}N fragment in Sc\textsubscript{3}N@I\textsubscript{h}−C\textsubscript{80} is rather symmetric, with two shorter Sc–N bonds 1.966(12) Å in length and one longer Sc–N bond 2.011(19) Å in length (the average length is 1.981(14) Å). At the same time, the Sc–N–Sc angles are close to each other, being 115.5(11), 122.2(6), and 122.2(6)°. Scandium atoms form short Sc–C contacts with the carbon atoms of the cage (2.15(1) to 2.19(1) Å in length).\textsuperscript{20}
The formation of intercage C–C bonds between two Sc$_3$N@I$_h$-C$_{80}^-$ anions in most occupied orientations of the THJ dimer results in a strong deviation of the C$_{80}$ cage from I$_h$ symmetry, accompanied by elongation of the cage along the long axis of the dimer. As a result, the distances between the midpoints of the three oppositely located 6–6 C–C bonds in three orthogonal directions for the Sc$_3$N@I$_h$-C$_{80}^-$ sphere in I are 8.134, 8.203, and 8.293 (long axis) Å. This elongation affects the geometry of the Sc$_3$N fragments inside the cage. The Sc–N bonds are equalized to be 2.034(6), 2.052(6), and 2.062(6) Å, and the average length of these bonds is 2.050(6) Å. At the same time, the Sc–N–Sc angles vary due to the elongation of the cage (96.4(3), 131.1(3), and 132.2(4)°), whereas these angles are close to 120° in pristine Sc$_3$N@I$_h$-C$_{80}$.20

The length of a single intercage C–C bond in (Sc$_3$N@I$_h$-C$_{80}^-$)$_2$ is equal to 1.642(14) Å for the PHHJ dimer and 1.636(14) Å for the THJ dimer. These are the longest intercage C–C bonds among single-bonded fullerene dimers; however, the accuracy of the determination of the length of these bonds is low. The (C$_{60}$)$^-$$_2$ and (C$_{70}$)$^-$$_2$ dimers have intercage C–C bonds 1.587(4) to 1.597(7) and 1.583(2) to 1.586(3) Å in length,7,12 respectively. Three scandium atoms positioned inside the I$_h$-C$_{80}$ cage form multiple Sc...C(C$_{80}$) contacts whose lengths are in the 2.052(13) to 2.477(13) Å range (shown by dashed lines in Fig. 1).

The driving force for the dimerization is not yet clear. Presumably it lies in the spin-density distribution in Sc$_3$N@I$_h$-C$_{80}^-$•. In contrast to empty fullerenes, whose spin density is uniformly delocalized over the cage, in the NCF anion the spin density is localized on the cluster and on few cage atoms.21 In particular, on three PHHJ carbons whose positions with respect to the Sc atoms are similar to those in the dimer.

Salt 1 has a layered structure in which endometallofullerene layers alternate with organic layers composed of the cryptand(Na$^+$) cations and C$_6$H$_4$Cl$_2$ molecules along the a axis. Both layers are penetrated by continuous chains from the C$_6$H$_4$Cl$_2$ molecules arranged along the a axis. The Sc$_3$N@I$_h$-C$_{80}^-$ anions in the layers have strongly distorted hexagonal arrangements, with six neighbors for each anion (Fig. 2a). One fullerene neighbor originates from the same dimer; however, the other neighbors belong to four different dimers. Short van der Waals contacts are formed for four of the five fullerene neighbors. In the presence of spins on EMF anions, this packing can provide promising magnetic and/or conducting properties. This situation can occur when the dimers dissociate (similarly to the (C$_{60}$)$^-$$_2$ and (C$_{70}$)$^-$$_2$ dimers7,12), forming radical anions at high temperature.

Pristine Sc$_3$N@I$_h$-C$_{80}$ does not have noticeable absorption in the NIR range (Fig. 3). The formation of Sc$_3$N@I$_h$-C$_{80}^-$ anions and their dimerization causes two poorly resolved bands to appear in the NIR range at approximately 870 and 990 nm (Fig. 3). The appearance of two bands is characteristic of negatively charged fullerene dimers. For example, single-bonded (C$_{70}$)$^-$$_2$ dimers also show two NIR bands at 880 and 1240 nm.7,12 The PBE/TZ2P-predicted HOMO–LUMO gaps are 1.157 eV for THJ dimers and 1.098 eV for PHHJ dimers (for pristine Sc$_3$N@C$_{80}$, the theoretically predicted gap is 1.463 eV). TD-DFT calculations predict moderate intensity transitions across the bandgap with energies close to the HOMO–LUMO gap. These transitions presumably correspond to the NIR absorption bands at 990 nm in the experimental spectrum. The HOMOs of both dimers are partially localized on the
Sc atoms and partially on an intercage C–C bond, whereas the LUMOs are more delocalized between the Sc$_3$N cluster and the C$_{80}$ cages (Fig. 3 and Fig. S5, ESI†).

IR spectra of Sc$_3$N@I$_h$-C$_{80}$ and salt 1 are shown in the ESI† (Table S1 and Fig. S1). The main IR absorption bands of Sc$_3$N@I$_h$-C$_{80}$ are reproduced in the spectrum of 1. An intense split band at 1381 and 1370 cm$^{-1}$ appears in the spectrum of 1 nearly at the same position. An intense band at 600 cm$^{-1}$ attributed to the antisymmetric Sc–N stretching $\nu_{as}$(Sc–N) mode22 is up-shifted and split into two main components at 645 and 658 cm$^{-1}$ (Fig. S1, ESI†). According to computational studies, dimerization lifts the twofold degeneracy of this mode and causes up-shifting of its component with high IR intensity. Moreover, the frequencies of the $\nu_{as}$(Sc–N) mode in the PHHJ and THJ dimers are different, which presumably results in the complex shape of the experimental band with two main peaks (Fig. S1, ESI†), supporting the observations of the THJ and PHHJ dimers in 1. Another characteristic mode of the dimer is localized predominantly on the intercage bond; this corresponds to the medium-intensity absorption bands near 798 and 802 cm$^{-1}$ (Fig. S1, ESI†).

In conclusion, the preparation of the first anionic complex of Sc$_3$N@I$_h$-C$_{80}$ as a single crystal opens a new field of research associated with anion and radical anion complexes of EMFs, which was successfully developed for empty fullerenes.6,7,23 These complexes can potentially combine promising magnetic and/or conducting properties. Moreover, the Sc$_3$N@I$_h$-C$_{80}$ radical anions as was theoretically predicted have a strong tendency to dimerize, forming single-bonded (Sc$_3$N@I$_h$-C$_{80}$)$^-$ dimers. We believed that this tendency can result in dimeric and even polymeric anions of EMFs.
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Fig. 1.
Molecular structures of the THJ (Sc$_3$N@I$_h$-C$_{80}^{-}$)$_2$ dimer with 0.441(3) occupancy along (a) and approximately on (b) the Sc$_3$N plane; the PHHJ (Sc$_3$N@I$_h$-C$_{80}^{-}$)$_2$ dimer with 0.366(3) occupancy along (c) and approximately on (d) the Sc$_3$N plane. Short Sc…C(C$_{80}$) contacts inside the cages are shown by dashed lines. Fragments of the THJ (e) and PHHJ (f) dimers that participated in the formation of intercage C–C bonds.
Fig. 2.
(a) Layers composed of (Sc$_3$N@h-$C_{80}$)$_2$ dimers and C$_6$H$_4$Cl$_2$ molecules arranged in the bc plane and (b) projection of the organic layer composed of cryptand(Na$^+$) cations and C$_6$H$_4$Cl$_2$ molecules on the endometallofullerene layer. Only major occupied orientations for all components are shown.
Fig. 3.
HOMO and LUMO isosurfaces of the PHHJ dimer; visible-NIR spectrum of the starting material Sc$_3$N@$_8$-C$_{80}$ and salt 1 in KBr pellets prepared under anaerobic conditions. The position of the bands in the spectrum of 1 is shown by arcs.